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About This Game

THE ULTIMATE GAME OF SURVIVAL...

The hull of your crippled vessel has ruptured, air is leaking into space, and weapons systems are down. Your mission could have
ended fifteen years of interstellar war, but now - as the only remaining crewman - your first order of business is to stay alive...

This thrilling adventure will take you from the bridge of the battlecruiser USS Lexington to the surface of the stark and deadly
planet Persephone. In an alien landscape of endless rock spires under skies of crackling electrical storms you open a crystalline

portal to another time and are faced with a terrible choice and the ultimate question:
What does it mean to be human?

NONSTOP ACTION- Salvage a crippled starship, survive a vicious battle in deep space, explore a vast alien installation,
align a wormhole across four dimensions and decide the fate of mankind.

TOTAL IMMERSION - Full motion video integrated into a 3D animated world. Layered sound effects and a thrilling
musical score take you on a gripping odyssey in deep space.

A DAZZLING VIRTUAL WORLD - exploration, character interaction and space combat in VGA. Explore a nine-level
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twenty-second-century battlecruiser and an alien world in seamless, smooth-scrolling 3D.
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This game is average. I did like the atmosphere and the deliberate slow pace and to a degree the story that unfolds. The puzzle
solving was quite minimal and overall this game is a wander around and open up doors investigation. If the game was free i
might give it a slightly positive rating, I might, but for 3 bucks it was meh. Maybe the VR version would push it up a
notch...maybe.. Awsome route! Runs nice and smooth worth every penny. Now lets start making more routes on the same line
working our way up to Paris.. A little bit of a generic story, but told in a fantastic way, with beautiful environments and great
production values. Well worth watching, and I can only hope that there will be more story telling like this in the future.. the
poker is addictive in this game, and when you are bored with that; you go pirating, then back to poker, then with the riches you
buy your own ship .. Targeted Microwave - That's got to be worth it just for that!

But in all seriousness, it is more than just a few new units, it is more about the tech capabilities the Soban fleet brings to the
table.. I've had a really good time playing this. I heard about the game because it's made by a local developer. Each game is
really different, and they're very fast-paced. Gameplay is really solid, mechanics for each game are well thought out, but the
visuals could use a bit of touch-up. I personally like the minimalistic approach, but a little update to the graphics could be good.

Overall, the experience is enjoyable, especially with a few friends that have a bit of a competitive side.. This review is highly
subjective and may be overkill for a game at this price, but it's my honest opinion.

I really WANT to like this game, but the floaty controls and lack of six degrees of freedom in a three-axis gamespace really kill
the fun for me. Changing direction, even a little, takes a very long time. It feels more like you're on rails with a preference
towards hitting walls than controlling anything (without upgraded engines, and you don't get to keep upgrades between the one-
or-two minute-long runs). Only having forward and backward is fine if the movement is responsive, but I'd only enjoy this game
if it had half, at most, of its current movement inertia. Regenerating weapon energy also takes far too long for my tastes, making
the game very boring since you can't fire for long, and then have to wait, and wait, and wait, which is pretty awful when the
aiming is primarily spray 'n pray. Maybe I'm just used to Ace Combat (6, not the monstrosity that is Assault Horizons) and Elite:
Dangerous, which have tight, responsive foward-only movement and heavy, high-inertia six degrees of freedom movement,
respectively. But owning those games means this game doesn't really fill a niche that exists for me anyway. It's just...not fun.
"Difficulty" was ramped up to the point of being mostly random and the mechanics just aren't good. The randomness is
supposed to be part of the fun, and I get that, but the awful, floaty control takes away the fun of the chaos and just ends up
frustrating. It's more like watching than playing.

I feel like it would be a LOT more fun if the developer just went all the way and made it an actual on-rails shooter rather than
settling halfway between that and a 3D-free-movement style.
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I can see why people enjoy it, but to me this level of quality and fun would only be acceptable in a free Flash game, not a game
sold for money. But to its credit, it would be a very good online Flash game.

The Steam overlay also causes severe visual artifacts in-game if it's enabled (on my PC, at least) and had to be disabled in its
Steam properties window for the game to be playable.. Excellent program! Definatly worth the price. Runs smoothly, easy to
use, and easy to learn. This has much potential! I have been having much fun with this.

A few minor bugs are present (One issue is that exporting a game seems to be a bit broken right now) however the dev updates
the program to fix these issues, (and add new features!)

I would reccomend to people who have at least some prior knowledge in: Scripting (LUA), 3D modeling, UV mapping, and
creating textures.. Amazing follow-up to part 1. The game is bigger, with more complex story and high quality graphics,
animations and gameplay.
There is some annoying pixel hunting this time, with easy to miss hot spots and items blending into background. Unlike part 1, I
actually had to consult a walkthrough several times (played on expert). But I still recommend playing without using hints (if
possible), relying on clues in your journal instead. The gameplay is much more rewarding this way.. Good strory and ambiance
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First things first : it's a tactical game, it has no strategic layer whatsoever. You are facing predetermined set of tactical tasks to
solve, with abundance of story and lore in and between.

Pluses :

+ Polished. Works as it should, no crashes, glitches or errors at all.
+ Variety of scenarios. There are lots of different battle situations, including sieges, ambushes, survival, chases, 2-vs-1, terrain
hazards, you name it.
+ Difficulty. Technically two difficulty levels present, Easy and Normal, but to get more achievements you can complete
additional mission tasks, a-la Hard difficulty. It's very finely tuned and absolutely doable, but require certain planning and
"save\/load" trick in tight spots.
+ Writing. Lore itself is young adults dark-ish fantasy mashup, with steampunk and the dwarves and of course mad zealots. But
it's exceptionally well written, with great attention to dialogues and the lore. Ravenmark is a joy to read!
+ Sheer amount of content. 59 missions total, that's a whole lot of gameplay.

Minuses :

- Production value. Yep it's a mobile game port, but still, oh how many times during the game I wished for some animation,
voiceovers, etc.
- War isn't over. Not exactly a cliffhanger, but finale leaves you craving for the sequel, and there's none at the moment. :(

If you like to solve tactical puzzles Ravenmark definitely worth a try. Rich fantasy storyline included.. great fun just like the old
days basically bomberman. For 0.5 Euro on the sale ? This game is a blast ! Nice and fast top down tank action with cool
enemies and nice bosses. Not many game options (except music and fx volume) but it's okay.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AmxlEV0QedM. Not recommended thanks to being badly connected to the HUD, it suffers
unique crashes and isn't brilliantly optimized for my computer which just shows a blur on all the textures with this train.. Quick
play of Bloody Walls: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HL3PMFFsJdk

Pros- pay what you wnat
looks nice
plenty of fun for an afternoon

Cons- Pretty simple
music levels are all over the place
controls aren't ver clear (Although that might just be me). Fun game but it doesn't explain how to do anything which pushes you
to spend money on the game
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